
Rundreise –Westküste   

Dauer   4 Tage 

Produkt  Private Rundreise – Superior Hotels  

Start   täglich   

Reiseleitung  Englischsprachig  

Mahlzeiten  Inklusive Frühstück 

Von - Bis  Kuala Lumpur Hotel – Penang  

 

Program 

Day 1   Kuala Lumpur – Cameron Highlands  

At 08.30 hours, depart from your Hotel in Kuala Lumpur and proceed to visit the famous Batu Caves 

where the shrine of the Hindu deity Lord Subramaniam is set within an outcrop of limestone caves. After 

this, we will proceed north to the Hill Resort of Cameron Highlands, which is 1’542 meters above sea 

level. Cameron Highlands is famous for its world-renowned tea. En route, make a stop to visit a cottage 

industry making bamboo baskets and the Lata Iskandar Waterfall. Upon arrival at the Cameron 

Highlands, check in your Hotel. Rest of the day is free at your own.   

Hotel   Strawberry Park Resort  

 

Day 2   Cameron Highlands – Penang    

Breakfast at Hotel. After breakfast explore the many interesting sights of this hill resort. Visit tea 

plantation (closed on Monday) and tea factory to learn about the tea making process. The view 

overlooking the plantations is beautiful and perfect. Continue visit to the vegetable farm (photo stop) 

and the morning market where you can find all the products of Cameron Highlands sold in one place. 

You will continue the journey and drive towards Penang. En route visits include the Sam Poh Tong 

Cave Temple in Ipoh, the Ubudiah Mosque and Iskandariah Palace in Kuala Kangsar. Cross over to 

Penang using the forth longest bridge in Southeast Asia arriving in the evening.   

Hotel   Sunway Hotel Georgetown   

 

Day 3    Penang   

Breakfast at hotel. After breakfast, enjoy a half day Penang Round the Island Tour. 

Discover the enchanting beauty of Penang and her secrets with this essential circular island tour that 

takes you through idyllic and picturesque fishing villages.  Along with a stop at the Penang Batik 

Handicraft center to observe how Malaysian Batik is being made. Stop at a street stall to be introduced 

the many varieties of fruits and spices produced from the local farmers. Drive to the valley where 

clusters of traditional Malay villages and paddy fields where one can feel tranquility. Proceed then to 

the famous Snake Temple where pit vipers coil unperturbed on altars and temple grounds.  Passing 

glimpse of Penang Bridge – one of the longest bridge in South East Asia. 

Hotel   Sunway Hotel Georgetown   



 

Day 4    Penang 

Breakfast at Hotel. At leisure until transfer to the airport or city Hotel. 

 

Tour ends in Penang City or Airport. 
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